
Overview
Displays up to 2,000 images and displays them as a still image library. 
The threshold can be adjusted by reducing the amount of displayed images.

Normal mode
Simply plays all recorded images at a selected playback speed. 
No additional algorism to reduce image material is working for this mode.

Adjust mode
Displays the complete recording but dynamically adjusts the playback speed based on similarity degree 
between images including bubbles and debris. The basic playback speed can be set by the user while max is 
60 frames per second. Images positive for red color are displayed slowly.

Omni-selected mode
Images that overlap with previous ones are skipped, and new images are selected even when only minute 
changes are present. This algorithm can recognize that an image is similar, even when the capsule is 
displaying the same section of small intestine from a different angle.

Omni-skipped mode
Shows all images that were not selected in Omni-selected.

Red mode
Analyzes images for amount of red color and marks images exceeding a preset threshold.

Select Single, Dual, Quad 
layout to change the number 
of displayed images.

Right click on image and 
make appropriate landmark 
selection. 
・First image of stomach
・First image of duodenum
・First image of cecum

Right click on image or 
double click on image to 
create thumbnails.

Reading a capsule endoscopy study in
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Click on the box to include the image in the report.

Preview

How to print a report

Go to the exam list and right click on the selected patient record. 
Select “Report print” from the dropdown menu.

How to finalize a report
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Creating a report

The report can be printed with a signature upon finalizing. 
Follow the steps     ～     . 1 4
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